




We know them and we love them. Snacks are 
awesome. But, as the Fearless years roll on, 
I’ve gained a whole new appreciation for 
99-cent granola bars and kinderappels. For 
their ability to give us time to pause and 
connect without pressure; to bring us together 
across another difficult, at times very isolating, 
Covid year. 

My realisation came from post-course surveys 
from the kids who joined us this year. 
Unanimously, snacks were rated capital V Very 
important. Another stand-out response was 
that 4.75 out of 5 kids feel Project Fearless is a 
place they can be themselves. Now, those two 
things might seem totally unrelated — but I 
see a delicious link.

Snack time is an in-between moment, a 
moment of relaxation — the kind we so 
often take for granted, but that are key to 
connecting us. Not all the kids will ace a 
new boxing move or skate trick that day, or 
have their experiment go just right. But 
during snack time we can all pause, take a 
breather and absorb what we’ve just been 
doing. We can step back from our individual 
focus on trying, and relax into the process of 
learning in a supportive group. All without 
even realising it.

It’s a time to connect without needing to do 
anything other than enjoy each other’s 
company, coaches and kids alike. 
Sometimes, it’s also a strategic transition 
from the physical, high-energy side of our 
courses to the calmer, more cerebral side.



It’s the snack break that unspokenly 
reinforces the safe, supportive atmosphere 
we strive to create in our courses each 
week. Letting the freedom that the kids 
experience when they’re moving, 
experimenting and creating smoothly 
transition into the more serious 
conversations we have. So they feel they 
can truly be themselves, share honestly, 
ask questions, get things wrong and learn 
from this and from each other. 

Over our courses this year, we’ve heard 
comments that ranged from “What did you 
do this weekend?” (girl to girl) to “I'm so 
stressed with maths right now, my teacher 
is so unsupportive. I'm really scared I'm 
going to fail. Have you ever failed a class?” 
(girl to coach); “I feel like none of my 
friends at school are actually my friends.” 
(girl to coach); “What does the LGBTQ+ 
community mean?” (kid to kid); 
“Sometimes I like boys and sometimes I 
think I like girls, is that okay?” (girl to 
coach); “The other day I just started crying 
out of nowhere. Have you ever felt sad or 
angry for no real reason?” (girl to coach); 
“You were really brave out there.” (girl to 
girl). 

It’s in these bite-size, low-key moments that 
our crew connects in a different way. More 
emotionally; more personally. When our 
coaches take a step back from being “the 
coach”, and step into their “accessible role 
model” shoes. Where we can talk about our 
days, our thoughts, our wins, our failures, our 
“I’m not doing so well”s. Where everyone can 
share their experiences, laugh and 
commiserate together. Where they can truly 
be themselves. 

After a year like 2020-2021, with all the 
challenges and setbacks it brought, I’m proud 
that we’ve continued to create this space 
where kids can feel utterly at ease. And we 
have the humble snack to thank: a small but 
mighty connector that gives us space and 
time to reflect, and to enjoy the simple 
things... say a 99-cent granola bar and a smile 
with a friend. 

P.S. We’re seeking a snack sponsor for 
2021-2022... so if you want to make a BIG lasting 
impact on Fearless futures, let us know!



Project Fearless is committed to a path of listening, learning and developing 
when it comes to our use of language, with the aim of being 
as open-minded, inclusive and welcoming an organisation as possible.

We want to ensure we recognise that each and every person’s experience is 
different, but equally valid. Within that context, it’s important for Project 
Fearless to particularly focus on the female experience, while openly 
acknowledging that the female experience is itself varied and fluid.

Above all, we want to create a safe and inclusive community at Project 
Fearless. We welcome girls between the ages of 9-14 who identify with 
our mission and values to join our programs, including gender fluid, 

polygender and gender non-conforming people, as well as those who
are currently discovering their identity. We’re aiming to build a truly open 
and accepting environment, so we ask all our participants to share their 
pronouns at the start of each course. That way, the whole Fearless crew 
can be addressed how they feel most comfortable.

We are continually evolving our approach and invite others to share their 
experiences around what language they find best represents and includes 
them. Please consider this an open and ongoing conversation to which you 
are welcome to contribute your own experiences, ideas and resources; we 
are hugely grateful to everyone who has shared their time, energy and 
insight so far.



















30 girls joined us for a fashion sustainability 
workshop, slicing, dicing and upcycling deadstock 
youth clothing to get rid of perfectionist thinking and 
jump into creating one-of-a-kind pieces! 
This event was inspired by a concept created by our 
Fearless ARTivists. Find out more!

This deliciously fun intro to coding was perfect for 
getting a taste of a great new skill. Girls from our 
ARTivism, Run Club and Boxing courses got 
involved, as well as some new faces! 

Tamar guided the kids through drawing techniques 
to communicate their ideas, as well as discussing 
comfort and growth zones and how we all digest and 
express information differently.

https://www.projectfearless.org/fearless-schools-for-climate
https://cafe-robot.co/


Our founder Mérida was invited to guest coach 
a workshop series on setting boundaries and 
recognising emotional exhaustion, mixing hands-on 
boxing games with group conversations.

In the run-up to launching new courses in these neighbourhoods, 
we introduced ourselves to the local communities and spread the word 
about Project Fearless with come one, come all Touch Football, 
Self-Defence, Kickboxing, Run Club and Skateboarding try-outs! 

With thanks to Amsterdam Touch, 
Spark United, Juno Self-Defense 
and Women Skate The World. 

https://girlsforward.com/






















https://youtu.be/oOSuKsF6tqw
https://youtu.be/oOSuKsF6tqw


In the lockdown of spring 2020, our skate coaches wanted to send the 
girls videos to watch, learn from and stay inspired. But they soon 
noticed a problem: there’s a real lack of content out there featuring 
accessible role models that would speak to our crew’s soul.

There was only one thing for it — making our own! On our autumn 2020 
Skate & Create course, we produced a how-to video featuring our very 
own Fearless girls. 

Directed, created and shot by a female and non-binary team headed up 
by director Al Lewis, ‘How To Be A Roll Model’ put the girls at the 
centre of their skating story. It also gave them hands-on insights into 
professional filmmaking, learning from relatable female and non-binary 
role models throughout the creative chain. 

With a premiere on Girls Are Awesome, features in It’s Nice That, Yeah 
Girl, Skateism and Monster Children and screenings in Australia and the 
USA, we’re stoked that the film’s message of encouragement to skate, 
create, take up space and explore new-found confidence has reached 
girls far beyond Amsterdam!

https://www.projectfearless.org/rollmodel
https://girlsareawesome.com/skate-girls-how-to-be-a-roll-model/
https://www.itsnicethat.com/news/project-fearless-how-to-be-a-roll-model-film-260321#:~:text=Olivia%20Hingley-,How%20To%20Be%20A%20Roll%20Model%20explores%20the%20empowering%20individuals,the%20often%20male%2Ddominated%20scene.
https://yeahgirlmedia.com/how-to-be-a-roll-model-documentary/
https://yeahgirlmedia.com/how-to-be-a-roll-model-documentary/
https://www.skateism.com/how-to-be-a-roll-model-a-skate-film-made-by-girls-with-girls-and-for-girls/
https://www.monsterchildren.com/meet-amsterdams-girls-skate-crew-project-fearless/
https://youtu.be/oOSuKsF6tqw
https://youtu.be/oOSuKsF6tqw




Achieving ANBI Status approval
for Stichting Project Fearless. 
Find out more here.

Seeking sustainable partners aligned with 
our values to support us as we expand 
and welcome more girls to our programs. 
We're thrilled to already be offering new
free-of-charge courses in Nieuw-West
with support from Made to Play, Nike’s 
commitment to get kids moving.

Co-creating exciting new Project Fearless 
programs with like-minded sponsors and 
supporters. On the horizon for 2022: our first 
Entrepreneurship course in collaboration with 
De Koffiejongens and ARTivism in collaboration 
with VANS. Watch this space for more! 

https://www.projectfearless.org/anbi-status
https://www.projectfearless.org/entrepreneurship-eng
https://dekoffiejongens.nl/?gclid=CjwKCAiAx8KQBhAGEiwAD3EiP0F63xeYCdUAHR1gvjJE2iv1BTkURu1_kyA2tbdFPdeL5jk7VnFAlBoCcZcQAvD_BwE
https://www.projectfearless.org/artivism-en
https://www.instagram.com/vans_europe/






Our largest revenue streams in 2021 were tuition fees 
and corporate donations. We saw an overall 8k EUR loss, 
finishing break-even in terms of cash.

Our fixed costs % was higher than expected, due to one-off
consulting costs (ANBI application and BTW recovery). 

N.B. The impact of our recent partnership with Nike Made 
to Play is not reflected here, as it falls within the 2021-2022
period. Keep an eye out for it in next year’s Impact Report! 

* Our 2021 financial report will be available in May.
   To review our past annual reports, please click here. 

https://www.projectfearless.org/anbi-status




We’re so proud of how far we’ve grown from welcoming those first 30 girls to
our 2019 programs to wrapping up 2021 (through a pandemic, lest we need a

reminder!) with over 444 girls and non-binary kids in our courses. Not to
mention their friends, families and others that Project Fearless has reached

– we’ve truly seen that empowered people empower other people in turn.

None of this would have been possible without the dedication and love of our
volunteers and incredible support from our community and Fearless friends. 

THANK YOU!
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